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If R(x,y) is an inductively defined relation, we say that x and y are dependent, if there exists 
a functionf‘such that Vx, JJ R(x, ,3 o R(x,f(x)). The functional dimension of an inductive query is the 
number of independent recursion variables, and is an important logical property of R, related to its 
efficient evaluation. In this paper, we compare the expressive power of various languages: the 
language of iterated inductive definitions, the stratified logic programs and second-order logic. The 
functional dimension is an important parameter in this comparison. 
We prove that on the class of finite-valued graphs with a successor relation, the query SP, where 
SP(a, h, i) if the shortest path between a and b is of cost i, is not monadic second-order definable, i.e. 
it cannot be defined by a second-order formula with existential and universal second-order 
quantifiers on monadic relations. We then conclude that it can neither be defined by iterated 
inductions with one recursion variable, nor by stratified logic programs with one recursion variable. 
We prove that in the general case it is undecidable to determine if an inductive query is of 
functional dimension 1, although it can be decidable in certain cases. 
1. Introduction 
In the 70’s much attention was given to program schemas [16] and, in particular, to 
recursive schemas, where basic questions such as equivalence, containment, etc. were 
studied. These properties were shown generally undecidable except in the simple case 
of unary or Ianov schemas. From the operational point of view, methods that 
transformed programs in order to efficiently evaluate them were considered in [6]. 
In the 80’s, more attention was given to relational program schemas, where the 
same basic questions were shown to be undecidable except sometimes in the unary 
case. Other important properties such as selection propagation [S] or boundedness 
[14], were motivated by the problem of efficient query evaluation. Transformation 
approaches [4] tried to transform a given relational program into an efficient one, as 
in the case of functional programs. 
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In this paper we concentrate on yet another property of relational programs: the 
existence offunctionul dependencies between the recursion variables of an inductively 
defined relation. This problem is also related to the efficient evaluation of a query, 
when we deal with the fixed operational semantic described in [S, IO], where the 
logical parameters are directly instantiated. In this case there is a direct connection 
between the number of recursion variables (possibly dependent) and the space 
complexity. 
This approach allows us to link definability problems of logic-based languages with 
algorithmic questions. We look for basic declarative components, in order to program 
classes of efficient algorithms. 
Example 1.1. Suppose you are given a class of finite symmetric graph 
G=(D,E,adm2.0), where D=jO, I . . . . . n-l), EED~, adm2 is the function 
adm2(x) = x + I modulo 2, and 0 is a distinguished element. 
Consider the inductive query Mark, written with the standard logic-programming 
notations:’ 
Mark(s,r,z) :- x=z, J~=O 
: Mark(x’,y’,z), E(x’,x),~=adm2(~‘). 
Note: The standard logic notation for Mark is 
Mark(s, J; z) X= (x =; A y = 0) V 3.x-‘, J“ [Mark(x’, J’, z) 
AE(.~‘,.~)A~=adrn2(y’)]. 
In this existential inductive definition of Mark on the class of structures 
(D, E, adm2,0), where D contains at least two elements (0 and I), z is a parameter and 
4’ is 0 or 1. For any value z = a, a connected graph is bipartite iff there is a unique _V for 
each x, i.e. if the recursion variables are dependent, i.e. iff Mark is of functional 
dimension 1. 
With our operational semantic, this definition of Mark is, however, far more than 
a definition, as it codes a standard algorithm to decide if a graph is bipartite. It uses 
O(n) space, but whether or not it takes O(n) time is more subtle. Following the 
operational semantics, where parameters are directly instantiated [S, lo], we would 
compute binary sets Mark’, Mark’, .,., Mark’, . because there are two recursion 
variables x and y. If we maintain an ordering on x (the natural choice), and assume 
that checking whether or not a tuple is in a set takes one step, then the inductive 
construction is O(n) time. If we maintain an ordering on J, then the same inductive 
construction is O(n’). 
If we know, however, that _V is dependent on x, we can automatically choose the 
O(n) algorithm which, given a bipartite graph, labels the two components. This 
I In the Datalog and logic-programming notations. “;” stands for a logical V. Note that Datalog does 
not consider functions. whereas we do. 
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standard algorithm is then represented by this inductive definition with the functional 
dependency .u+y, independently of any data structures. 
In our approach, we first study definability questions and try to separate various 
classes of logic-based languages, which can be done for the case of dimension 1. For 
the case of functional dimension 1, we do not know any natural query which is not 
inductively defined of functional dimension 1. We will only show that, given an 
inductive definition, it is undecidable to determine if the definition is of functional 
dimension 1, except in some special cases. As in [ 141, we use a direct reduction to the 
Halting problem. 
In the second section of the paper we relate definability questions for the languages 
of iterated inductive definitions, stratified logic programs, and second-order logic. In 
particular, we show the influence of the functional dimension. In the case of functional 
dimension 1, we can replace binary second-order quantifiers on relations with unary 
second-order quantifiers on functions. 
In the third section, we study the shortest-path query SP. Let K be the class of 
finite-valued graphs with successor, i.e. the class of structures G = (0, E, + 1, - l,O), 
where D = (0, 1,2, . , n - 1 ), + 1 (resp. - 1) is the partial function of successor (resp. pre- 
decessor)2 on D, E G D3 such that E (a, b, i) if there is an edge between a and b of cost i. 
Theorem 1.2. 0~ the class K, SP cannot be dejined by a monadic second-order formula. 
We then deduce that Dijkstra’s algorithm cannot be represented in the language of 
iterated positive induction of dimension 1, with the operational semantic considered. 
In the fourth section we prove the undecidability of the problem of determining if 
a query is of functional dimension 1. 
2. Iterated inductions and stratified logic programs 
We assume that relational data are given as sets of tuples defining relational sets 
Ri ,..., lXk. R~(u,, ..., Uj) iff (ai, . . . . Uj) is a tuple of arity j in the set Ri, where 
a,, . . , UjED, for a finite set D. A database is a relational structure DB= (D,l&, . , I&) 
and a database schema is the class K of all finite relational structures DB of similar 
signature. A logicul dutabuse is a logical extension of a database, i.e. a structure 
TJ=<D,R,,...,E,,R, ,... , R,,.f,, . . . , .f,), where RI, . . . . R, are relations on D,fI, . . . ,fm 
are functions on D. A logical schema is the class K of all finite structures U of similar 
signatures. For a logical database U, l7,, . . . . 8, are base relations, whereas R,, . . . . R, 
are explicit relations. 
2.1. Positice inductions 
To a structure U of a class K, we associate the first-order language L(K) with 
equality: it has first-order variables X, y, z, . ranging over D, relational symbols 
‘+l(n-l)and -l(O)areundefined(T). 
RI,. ., &, RI,. ., RI, the identity symbol =, function symbolsf;, .,fm and the usual 
logical symbols V, A, 3, V’,l, =, f. 
Definition 2.1 (Moschovakis [ 171). 
An irtductire s~~stem S on a class K is a sequence of formulas F1, . . ., F, in the 
language L(K)u(S,, . . ..S.l, such that each Si occurs positively3 in each Fj and 
such that Si and Fi have the same arity, for 1 <i, j< k. 
The 11th variable of Si, x,. is a parameter for Si if s, is the nth variable of every 
occurrence of Si in the formula Fi. 
The rlth variable of Si, s,, is a paranwter,for S if the nth variable of every occurrence 
of Si in Fj is a parameter for Sj. 
A variable X, of the system is a recursion cariuhle if it is not a parameter for S. 
To simplify the syntactic notations and to separate the recursion variables from the 
parameters, we write a system as 
S,(s,, . .._ u,,,,yl ,..., y,,)-=Fl(s~i . . . . u,,,,S,...S,;y I... yp), 
s*(.Kzl Y2r2,)‘l, . . . . y,) e= FZ(XZ, . Y&,S1 . ..s.;4’1 . ..yp). 
Sk(_ykl . ~kr~,y~. . . . . y,,)-== F,(x,, . . . . Y+S~ . ..S.;y, . ..y.), 
where y,, , ~1~ are the parameters, and the .yij’s play the role of recursion variables. 
The standard fixed-point semantic [17] associates with the system S and with each 
finite structure U, the fixed points [Si”‘lL’ defined at the finite closure ordinal 2. 
Example 2.2. On the class of graphs G = (D, E, 0), we write 
Anc(x, 4’) = E(x, x) V 3z[g(s, z) A Anc(z,J)], 
i 
Con( ) c= V’x Camp(x), 
Camp(s) + E(O, s) V 3z [Camp(z) A E(z, s)]. 
The first system defines the classical Ant query, with a system limited to one relation 
SI, which we named Ant. The first variable x is a recursion variable, whereas J is 
a parameter. The second system defines the boolean query (true or false) Con( ), with 
only one recursion variable. 
Definition 2.3 (de Rougemont [9]). A relational query is inductive of dimension d on 
a class K if there exists a system with at most d recursion variables such that for all 
U: [Q]“= [S;]“. 
A If we write each F, in conjunctive normal form, then there is no negation applied to the atoms S,. 
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Example 2.4. Consider the two previous classes: the class of graphs and the class of 
trees, as in Example 2.2. 
l On the class of graphs, consider the previous systems defining Ant and Con. The 
first system defines Ant query, as an inductive query of dimension 1. Since the 
formula F1 only contains existential quantifiers, we will talk of an existential 
inductive query. The second system defines the boolean query (true or false) Con( ): 
Con( ) if there is a path from 0 to all other points. Con( ) is inductive of 
dimension 1, but not existential, as a universal predicate appears in the first formula 
of the system. 
l On the class of finite hinury trees T= (D, E, + 1, - l,O,max), where 0 is the 
minimum element, and max the maximum element in the ordering defined by the 
function + 1. Consider the query Sg (same generation) such that Sg(a,b) if a and 
b are at the same distance (depth from the root). 
Sg(x, 4’) ‘z= 3u[E(u, X) A E(u, y)] v 3z, t [E(x, z) A Sg(z, t) A E(t, y)] 
This induction is of dimension 2. 
2.2. Iterated induction 
If Pi is an inductive definition on a class Ki_ 1 of structures Ui_ 1, then Ki is the class 
Of structures ~i’( Ui~ 1, Pi). 
Definition 2.5. A query Q is j-inductive, or defined by a jth iterated induction, of 
dimension d on a class K if there exist j inductive queries PI, . . . , Pj such that 
l each Pi is inductive of dimension d on the class of structures Ui- 1 = (U, P1, . . . , Pi _ 1), 
l for all Uj, [Q]“J=[~~]“J. 
Each Pi can use the Pj, j<i, positively and negatively, and we, hence, allow the 
definition of nonmonotonic predicate. 
An example of a query, defined by an iterated induction, is the query Disconn true if 
the graph is disconnected, and false otherwise. We simply write 
Disconn( ) -= lCon( ). 
Disconn is then defined by an iterated inductive (two iterations) of dimension 1. 
2.3. Stratified logic progrurns 
A logic program denotes a set of Horn clauses, where logical definitions and data are 
viewed uniformly as a set of clauses. If we replace t by -Z in a logic program where 
we disregard the data, we obtain an existential inductive system. Hence, a logic 
program is just a positive existential induction, viewed differently. Logic programs 
define only monotonic queries, as an existential true formula on a structure U is also 
true on an expansion U’ of U. 
Many natural queries are nonmonotonic, as the shortest-path query SP. We, hence, 
need to introduce the negation in logic programs if we were to define these queries 
with logic programs. A standard way to proceed is to use the notion of stratification 
introduced in [3, 18, 71 and many other articles within the logic-programming 
community. It follows the notion of an iterated induction, as a logic program is 
divided into strata: the first stratus is a standard logic program, but the second 
stratus uses the relation defined in the first stratus positively and negatively. 
Similarly, the ith stratus uses the relations defined in the (i- 1)th stratus positively 
and negatively. The relation between stratification and inductive definitions is also 
studied in [15]. 
In the previous examples, Ant is a logic program with one stratus, whereas Con is 
not a logic program, because it is not an existential induction. It is an easy observation 
that on a class of structures with a successor relation any induction can be trans- 
formed into an existential induction. Simply replace a universal quantification V’x F(x) 
by a recursion that tests F(x) from 0 until the last element, applying the successor 
relation. We could then rewrite the logical definition of Con, but at the cost of an 
increased dimension. Instead of one recursion variable, we would need two. Disconn 
would then be definable by a two-strata logic program. 
The fundamental difference between the iterated inductive definitions and the 
stratified logic programs is in the role of the data. The data are atomic clauses of the 
first stratus in logic programming, whereas they define a finite structure in the case of 
inductive definitions. 
2.4. Second-order logic 
In this section, we show the relationship between the iterated inductive definitions 
and second-order logic. 
Theorem 2.6. !fQ is a query dejined by a jth iterated induction of dimension d, then Q is 
nil -d$nuble with d-arJ> relations. 
Proof. If j= 1, we can express Q by saying that Q is the least fixed point of the 
equational system associated with the positive induction. We will, hence, say that for 
any other relation A j, . , Ai satisfying the system, Q E A:. Let S be the system that 
defines Q. We then write 
&:VA; ,..., A:{[V’xFl(x,A: ,..., A:,y)++A:(x) 
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In the system S, we set A!(x)++Si(x,y), for fixed values of the parameters 
y=y,, . ..ry.,r x=x1, ...,xd, and the arity of the relations is the dimension of the 
induction. We simply expressed that Q is the least fixed point of the system. 
If Q is defined forj= 2, then it uses Pi positively and negatively. 1 PI is then defined 
by a C: formula using d-ary relations, and Q is defined by a II: formula using d-ary 
relations. Repeating the argument until j, we conclude that if Q is defined by a jth 
iterated induction, then it is defined by a Hj formula using d-ary relations. q 
Example 2.7. Anc(x, y) is defined by 
2.5. Functional dimension 
Definition 2.8. Let x=x1, . . . . xk. Let R(x, y;z) be an inductive query where z is 
a parameter. We say that y is dependent on x if for all structures U and parameter 
value c, for all UED, there is a unique b such that R(a, b,c), where a stands for 
al,a2, ...,ak. 
Note that the unicity of y is obtained for arbitrary fixed values of the parameters. 
Example 2.9. Consider the ternary Mark(x, y, z), introduced in Section 1. On the class 
of finite trees, y is dependent on x. 
Consider the relation SP(x, y, z) on the class of valued graphs. By definition, SP(a, b, i) 
if the shortest path from a to b is of cost i. Given two points a, b, there is a unique i. 
Hence, z is dependent on x,y. 
Definition 2.10. An inductive definition is of functional dimension k if the number of 
independent recursion variables of the system is less than or equal to k. 
Example 2.11. Consider the inductive query Sg on the class of binary trees as in 
Example 2.2, where + 1 (x) and - 1 (x) are the two partial functions of successor and 
predecessor. 
We can give another inductive system for Sg as follows: 
Sg(x, Y) = %m(x, 0, Y), 
Sgm(x,u,y) = 3z[E(z,x)AE(z,y)Au=O] 
V 32, o[Sgm(z, v, y) A E(x, z) A u = + 1 (o)] 
V 32, v[Sgm(z, u, y) A E(z, x) A u = - 1 (u)]. 
In this inductive system [Sg,Sgm], y is a parameter, but we use the auxiliary Sgm 
relation such that Sgm(a, i, b) if depth(a) + i = depth(b). It is then clear that Sg(a, b) iff 
Sgm(a, 0, b). 
This system is of dimension 2, as it requires two recursion variables x, u in Sgm. It is, 
however, important to observe that these variables are dependent. For any point y = b 
of the tree, any point CI “higher” than b has a unique distance i such that Sgm(a, i, b). 
We can also say that there exists a functional dependency between x and u. The system 
is, hence, of functional dimension 1, and it shows the power of counting. 
The previous theorem can then be generalized in a straightforward way: 
Theorem 2.12. !f’Q is u query dc$nrd by ujth iteruted induction of:firnctional dimension 
d, then Q is nj., d@nable kvitk d-ury,finctionx4 
Proof. Q is nf-definable. Assume without loss of generality that Q is of functional 
dimension 1. In the case when .i= 1, we can replace in the formula tik (Theorem 2.6) 
defining Q as the least fixed point of the system, the binary relations A: by functions 
,h’ such that VX, ~r.4: (s, ~1) -,f;’ (.Y) = y], if y depends on .Y in the system S. 
Because the system is of functional dimension 1, for all x, and for any structure U, 
there is a unique 4’ such that Ai(x, y). Hence, there exists a functionJ;’ satisfying the 
previous equivalence. One can then replace all occurrences of Ai (t, s) by the equiva- 
lent formula .fj’(f)=.s, for any terms t,s. We obtain a formula &, equivalent to tik, 
which is nj.,, as it uses k-unary functions. Repeating the argument forj> 1, we obtain 
the theorem. q 
The advantage of unary functions can be shown on the GAP problem. In [Z], Ajtai 
and Fagin prove that GAP is not unary-Xi-definable on graphs with a successor 
relation. It is simple to observe that GAP is unary-Xi,: the formula simply says that 
3f; y [y defines a subset C such that,fis injective from C - (t j to C - is} and follows an 
arc], where.f; y are two unary functions. 
3. Definability on valued graphs 
Let K be the class of finite-valued graphs G = (D, E, + 1, - l,O), and let T be the 
class of finite trees (D, E, + 1, - l,O, max) made of two branches where all edges are of 
cost 1, and where max is the distinguished maximum element, i.e. + 1 (max)= t (see 
Fig. 1). Let Sg(0, max) be the boolean global relation which is true if 0 and max are at 
the same distance from the root. For simplicity, we will show that Sg(O,max) is not 
monadic second-order definable, and then deduce that SP is not either. 
3.1. Sg(0, max) is not monadic-# -tiejnable on T 
In this section, we introduce alternuted-monadic second-order yumes that generalize 
classical C: games between two structures. We will use these games in a standard way 
to obtain the nondefinability results. 
‘The notation n:, indicates that the second-order quantifiers are applied to functions, as opposed to 
relations. 
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The main definition generalizes the relation U -: V between two structures Cl and 
Vintroduced by Fagin [12], and used to prove nondefinability results for Ci formulas. 
Definition 3.1. For two structures U and V of a class, and integers r, ql, . . , qk, where 
k is odd, U+F’.....qk I/ if for all formulas 
lj&:+t: )...) ‘4;,,v’A: )..., Ai* )...) 34 ,...) Ate 
cp(Ai, . . . . &A: ,...) A$ )...) A: )...) A;#), 
where cp has at most r alternated first-order quantifiers, if U (= $k then V(= tik. 
This relation between two structures has its classical game interpretation between 
two players I and II that play a (q 1, q,, . , qk; r) game as follows. I starts and chooses 
a q1 coloring5 on U, and II must answer by a q1 coloring on I’. Then I chooses a q2 
coloring on V, and II must answer with a q2 coloring on U. Then I chooses a q3 
coloring on U, and II answers with a q3 coloring on V, and so on for k alternations. 
Finally I and II play an r-Fraisse game on the colored structures (with 
q = q, + q2 + ... + qk colors), i.e. choose r-distinguished elements in U and V playing 
alternatively r-turns: I starts, chooses one of the structure and II must answer in the 
corresponding structure. 
II wins the game if the colored substructures restricted to the r-points selected are 
isomorphic, otherwise I wins. II has a winning strategy if II always wins the game. We 
refer to the coloring moves, as the second-order moves, as opposed to the first-order 
moves for the selection of points. 
Theorem 3.2. U+z1’---.4k V iflIZ has a winning strategy in the (ql,q2, . . ..qk. r) game. 
Proof. Suppose that II has a winning strategy, and that U +Ic/k. Because 
lj,:+I: (...) A,‘,,VA: )...) Ai2 )...) 3.4: )...) Atk 
&I: )..., ‘4;,,.4: )...) A& )...) ‘4: )...) &)’ 
there are q1 relations R:, . . . . Ri,, q3 relations R:, . . . . Ri3, . . . on U that witness lc/k on 
U: these are the existential quantified relations. If I plays that sequence of coloring on 
U (on its odd second-order moves), then II will produce the corresponding witnesses 
on V, applying its winning strategy. These relations will guarantee that V I= $k and, 
hence, that U+F1,.,.,qk V. 
Suppose II does not win the game. Because the structures are finite, I wins. 
I chooses the colorings, and the r-points such that the substructures are not iso- 
morphic, hence not elementary equivalent. There exists a formula of the correspond- 
ing type that distinguishes U and V, and U+zl. ,qk V. Cl 
5 A q, coloring is defined by qi wary relations A,, _. . A,,. A,(u) is true if a is colored with thejth color, 
otherwise it is false. 
In order to prove that Sg(O,max) is not monadic second-order-definable by 
a(r,qi, . . . . qk) formula, we exhibit two classes of trees with successor, T,(n) (Fig. 1) and 
Tz(n,m) (Fig. 2). where m=(2*@)!, q=q, +...+LI~, r=7’-’ and ,=[2’2q’f1)]m such 
that 
l T1 + Sg(0, max), and T2 I= 1 Sg(0, max), 
l Ti +:i.-..rqk T2, i.e. II has a winning strategy in the (4,) q,, . . ..q.;r) game. 
The size of the tree T1 is of the order of 4 exponentials in 4 and 5 exponentials in r, 
whereas the extra length III of the right branch of T, is of the order of 3 exponentials in 
r and 2 exponentials in q. 
The strategy is based on some combinatorics, and essentially on Fagin’s sequences 
that can be found in both T1 and T2 in an iterative way. 
Consider a given point a at a distance i from 0 on the right branch of the trees: let 
Nji=(t,,..., f4), where ti= 1 if a is colored by the ith color of the coloring and ti=O 
otherwise. 
We can then represent the right branch of the tree T, by W= IVY. ~1, .. . M’+. Let 
t=7*-‘. A neighborhood oflength 2t or of radius f is a structure H’~_~.vv~... M’i+l_-l. We 
look for a particular sequence that occurs very often, and that can be duplicated many 
times. 
Successor relation 
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Fagin’s sequences 
q 
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f $., 
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“0 0 
Fig. 2. The family TZ(n.m) 
Lemma 3.3. There exists in W u subsequence CJ (the Fagin sequence) such that 
0 2. t < length(a) < 22’q”, 
l et:ery subsequence cflength 2.t qf O.(T occurs more than r times in W. 
Proof. For n > 212@’ ‘jr, th ere exists a sequence u of length 1322q’+ 1 which occurs 
more than r times in W, because the number of distinct sequences is Q=22qr+1, and 
n>Q’. Since l>22qt, two disjoint identical subsequences of length 2t must occur 
in U. (The number of di :tinct sequences of length 2t is 22qr.) Call tl = Wir . ., Wi+2t he 
first one and tz=“‘j,...,M’j+Z* the second one. Then O=ti’i,Wi+r T..., Wi+ztr 
Wi+2r+1~~~~~Lvj-1r and we verify the two conditions. 0 
Let W, be the corresponding right branch of T2, i.e. W2 = \vO. w + 1 . . w,,,~ . w,,,~ + m. 
There exists a Fagin’s sequence cr’ in W,, where every subsequence of length 2t of G’. 0’ 
occurs more than m = 22y’! Because n = [2(2yr+ ‘)lrn the argument of Lemma 3.3 works 
when r is replaced by m. The length of cr’ divides m. Hence, by removing m/length(d) 
times this Fagin sequence in W,, we obtain a sequence W; of length n/2. 
Lemma 3.4. W2 and W; have the same sets of‘r disjoint neighborhoods qf rudius t. 
Proof. In the construction of the Fagin’s sequence, we start with a sequence u that 
occurs very often, and within u we find two disjoint identical subsequences tl and t2. CT’ 
starts at t1 and ends just before tZ. If we remove c’, any neighborhood of length 2t (or 
of radius t) is maintained, because CT’ occurs very often. Repeating this operation 
m/length(a’) times, we still have 0’ occurring more than r times in IV;. Hence, WZ and 
Wi satisfy the same r disjoint neighborhoods of radius t. 0 
The theorem that follows uses Gaifman’s theorem on finite structures [13]. This 
theorem asserts that any first-order formula with r-alternated quantifiers is equivalent 
on finite structures to a formula asserting that there are at least .s<r disjoint 
neighborhoods of radius t = 7’- I. satisfying a boolean atomic formula. It is classically 
used to show that a property of finite graphs is not first-order-definable: we just have 
to exhibit two finite graphs; one satisfies the property, the other does not, but they 
have the same sets of r disjoint neighborhoods of radius t. 
In what follows, II will choose the colorings such that the colored trees obtained 
after the second-order moves satisfy the same sets of r disjoint neighborhoods of 
radius t. II will alternatively use a Fagin sequence in T, , that he will duplicate in T,, 
and a Fagin’s sequence in T2, that he will remove in T, 
Theorem 3.5. II has II winniny strategy in the (q, , q, 1 . , qk; r) gume between T1 und T2. 
Proof. Suppose I colors T, with q, colors. Then II duplicates the coloring on the left 
branch of T, on T2, and later on will keep duplicating the left branches. On the right 
branch of T, , I finds the Fagin’s sequence g1 following the first combinatorial lemma, 
selects 0, close to the middle, and colors T2 as T1 except that the selected g1 is 
duplicated in order to fill the longer right branch of T2 (see Fig. 2). The parameters 
m and n are chosen such that the extra length nz is a multiple of length(o,) (in fact it is 
2’“‘!), and II can then always do his coloring. We apply the lemma with q > q,, and we 
consider that the q-q, colors are not used. 
Next, I chooses a q, coloring in T2, and II applies the combinatorial second lemma 
to the right branch of T2. It will find a sequence cZ that occurs more than m times, and 
this time II will remove o2 a certain number of times to get W;, his coloring of T1. The 
parameters of the trees are chosen such that it is always possible. II answers to 
I exactly as before, as the game iterates li times. 
In order to complete II’s winning strategy, we observe that the trees T1 and T, 
together with the q colorings are r-elementary equivalent. Indeed, using Gaifman’s 
result [13], we just check that any r disjoint neighborhoods of radius t=7r-1 are 
realized in both trees. 0 
3.2. SP is not monadic second-order-definable on valued graphs 
Corollary 3.6. SP is not monadic second-order-dcnable on calued graphs. 
Proof. Assume it were. On the class T of trees as before, we would then define 
Sg(X,.Y) e 3r,i,j[3-,t(E(r,~)AE(r,t)A-_#t)ASP(r,.u,i)ASP(r,y,j)Ai=j]. 
This formula expresses that Sg(u, b) is true if a and b are at the same distance of the 
root. Sg(O,max) would then be second-order-definable on the class T, contradicting 
Theorem 3.5. 0 
3.3. Computahilitl3 on valued graphs 
Let Dijkstra’s shortest-path algorithm be the constructive procedure, presented in 
[ 111. In [ 11, the algorithm is explained, and a pseudo-Pascal program is given for the 
algorithm. 
The complete Pascal program requires, however, basic data structures for the graph 
(edges and their cost), the temporary sets (arrays or lists) and would follow the 
pseudo-Pascal program. In Dijkstra’s paper no such data structures are given, but the 
construction only relies on the notion of a finite set. A relative complexity argument 
can be given, based on the fact that only one element is explored, as the algorithm 
proceeds. 
In the complete Pascal program, some basic assumptions6 are only compatible with 
small graphs. For large graphs, these programs contradict the theoretical complexity 
analysis. It is then difficult to represent this algorithm in a language, where the basic 
cost hypothesis are compatible with n large, i.e. a database defining the graph. 
If we follow the operational semantic introduced in [S], the only hypothesis made is 
that a selection on a relational database is performed in constant time. This hypo- 
thesis can only be approximated by classical data structures. The relative complexity 
argument is, however, kept within the nonmonotonic induction given in [lo], and the 
overall result is then a good approximation of Dijkstra’s algorithm, for n very large. 
This representation uses a nonmonotonic induction, and one may question its 
necessity. We now show that it is indeed necessary to some extent. 
Suppose an algorithm A is O(f) space and O(g) time for some relativized measure, 
where O(f)={g: 3n0,c Vn>nO g(n)<c.,f(n)). 
Given a program PEL, let Space(P) (Time(P)) be the function which gives, as 
a function of II = size(x), the worst-case space (time) behavior of the program on a class 
of data. 
Definition 3.7. An algorithm is space-representable (time-representable) in a language 
L if there exists a program PEL such that for any classes of data: 
0 P is correct, 
l Space(P)EO(f) (Time(P)G 
From the previous definability result, we can infer the following representability 
result for Dijkstra’s algorithm: 
Theorem 3.8. Dijkstra’s algorithm is not space-representable in the language of iterated 
inductions, with the inductive operational semantic. 
’ For example, the fact that one checks the element of an array in one step. 
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Proof. Suppose it were. SP is nonmonotonic, i.e. can change from true to false by the 
addition of an arc, without changing the domain. Hence, SP must use a negation in 
the inductive iterations. From the definability theorem, it cannot be of dimension 1, 
otherwise it would be H!-unary-definable (see Section 2). Therefore, it involves 
a negation on a binary inductive predicate. lP(x, y) must appear in an iteration 
following the iteration that defined P. But the explicit complement operation will 
require for any graph with n points O(n’). In trivial cases (line with n points of cost l), 
the algorithm is O(n) and, hence, cannot be 0(n2) and, hence, cannot be defined by 
iterated inductions. 2 
Notice that from this result we cannot conclude any complexity lower bound for SP 
as even for Turing machines, the class O(n) time is not included in the class of 
inductive queries of dimension 1. 
In the nonmonotonic induction given in [lo], a functional dependency between 
x and i in SP(x, i, y) is used, as there is a unique cost for the shortest path. This 
dependency is inferred because i is defined in the definition uniquely by a function. It is 
then an interesting practical question to know in which cases such a deduction can be 
made on the sole syntactic view. In the next section, we show that the general problem 
is undecidable. 
4. Undecidability of the functional dimension, given an inductive system 
It is simple to observe that deciding if a given query is inductive of dimension 1 or 
definable in monadic second-order logic is undecidable. Simply use the separation 
results and Rice’s theorem. More interesting is the question asked for a given 
inductive definition. Deciding its dimension is trivial: simply read the definition. We 
now show that deciding its functional dimension is undecidable. 
The method used is similar to the reduction to the Halting problem used in [14]. 
We simulate a Turing machine working on an empty input by an inductive system, in 
fact, an existential system. The finite structure is a discrete order U = ( { 1,2, , n), 
+ 1, - I, 0, 1) on which we can simulate a Turing machine working for n steps. 
Let I(t. i, s) be such that r(t, i, 0) if the input tape at location i and time t is 0 and 
1(t, i, 1) if the input tape at location i and time r is 1. Let Q = { qO,. . . , qf } be the set of 
TM states with q, as initial state and qf as final state. 
Let us say that I is compatible with the Turing machine if for any t, I(& i, s) iff the 
symbol at time t, position i, is s (0, 1, or 2). 
Lemma 4.1. There exists an inductitle dejinition $IY I on the class of’structures U, 
compatible with the Tusing muchine. 
Proof. Introduce Q(t, q), Position(t, i) such that Q(t, q) if the machine is at time t in 
state q, and Position(t, i) if the machine is at time t in position i. From the machine’s 
transitions, we directly write an inductive system for [I, Q, Position]. 
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By induction on t, we then show that I (t, i, s) is compatible with the Turing 
machine. 0 
Theorem 4.2. It is undecidable to determine if an inductive query is of functional 
dimension 1. 
Proof. Let R(t,y) be a new relation such that R(t,O) is always true and R(t, 1) is true if 
the machine reaches at time t the accepting state qf. 
Using the previous inductive system, we add 
R(t,y) :- y=O;Q(t,qf),y= 1 
to obtain a new inductive system for R. We can then reduce the two recursion 
variables t,i in I into a unique one, u, using coding techniques. There exists a func- 
tional dependency between t and y in R iff TM diverges on the empty input. If the 
machine diverges, then for each t, y=O. If it converges at time ti, then there exists 
a finite structure with t: elements such that on that structure R(t,, 0) and R(t,, 1) are 
both true, and there is no such dependency. We need a structure of size tf as we have 
coded two recursion variables t, i< t, into the unique u. Hence, the problem of 
determining if R is of functional dimension 1 is undecidable. 0 
If we study Example 2.2, we see that we have a dependency between x and y only for 
bipartite graphs. In more complicated cases, it is impossible to analyze this situation. 
In some important cases where there is a unique occurrence y =f(x) in the formula, 
we can infer such a dependency and it is an important analysis to compile efficient 
algorithms. In the nonmonotonic induction representing Dijkstra’s algorithm, this is 
exactly the situation. 
4.1. Dimension 0 
Let a simple inductive system be an existential inductive system of dimension 0, i.e. 
with no recursion and no function symbols, but where the relational data may contain 
functional dependencies, in the database sense [19]. Call an inductive query simple if it 
is defined by a simple inductive system. 
Theorem 4.3. Given a simple inductive query Q and two variables x,y of Q, one can 
decide if y depends on x. 
Proof. If Q is defined by a simple system with k formulas, we can define Q by first 
defining Q1 explicitly, then defining Q2 explicitly from Qi and so on until Q=Qk. At 
each step, Qi is a database view and a standard algorithm allows us to infer the 
functional dependencies of Qi from the dependencies of Q1, . . , Qi _ 1 and the depend- 
ency of the database. 0 
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This simple method may get quite complicated in the case of function symbols, and 
the equality relation. Our functional dimension is a natural generalization of the 
notion offunctional dependency used in databases for inductive definability, and seems 
important for the logical representation of efficient algorithms. 
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